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Introduction: A unique Belgian registry of multiple sclerosis (MS) patients starting a new disease modifying treatment (DMT) was conceived and established in 2012 by the Belgian Study Group for Multiple Sclerosis (BSGMS). The registry is named BELTRIMS, short for ‘Belgian Treatment in MS’.

Aims: We collect data independent from pharmaceutical companies in a single registry of Belgian MS patients, as opposed to having different registries for each new DMT. In doing so, we anticipate to detect unknown or rare side-effects, to collect real-life efficacy, safety and tolerability data and to capture pregnancy outcomes. Moreover, sequencing of treatments is captured in this registry, as once a patient is in the registry, data are collected on a 6-monthly basis.

Methods: Neurologists who are members of the BSGMS can enter patients after approval of the BELTRIMS registry protocol by local and central ethics committees. Informed consent from each
patient is required. An electronic CRF that can be accessed from the internet, was developed, with forms for starting a treatment, patient history, laboratory tests, adverse events and serious adverse events. Six-monthly follow-up forms contain clinical status including relapses and EDSS, as well as standard MRI data. More specific data per treatment are collected optionally. The registry is governed by a steering group and owned by the BSGMS, with technical support provided by Custodix NV.

**Results:** 1408 patients have been registered by 42 centers as of May 27th, 2018. 27% of Patients are treated with fingolimod, 26% with dimethylfumarate, 24% with teriflunomide, 13% with natalizumab, 4% with alemtuzumab. 4% of patients is untreated.

**Conclusions:** We present the set-up, governance and treatment data from the BELTRIMS registry. To date, this is the first and only Belgian MS registry. The current treatment practice of MS in Belgium is reflected in this registry.
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